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Comments I object to this planning permission as these houses would mean that Hanwell is virtually an 
annex of Banbury which I think is just not the right thing to do. That village deserves to be 
left alone in its peaceful existence.  
Secondly, this land is prime agricultural land that has been farmed respectfully and should 
continue to do so.  
Thirdly, the natural world has already suffered MASSIVELY at the hands of developers. Very 
recently, the development on the Drayton Farm site, ripped out hedges at the start of winter, 
and have done nothing since. I wouldn't be surprised if these ancient hedges were destroyed 
before approval for the houses. Similarly to the Kendrick site where very old trees were cut 
before approval. With the company commenting, 'we'll just pay the fine'. Disgraceful on both 
counts.  
And finally, as a resident of the area my life and that of many, many others not to mention, 
MORE IMPORTANTLY  the wild animals and birds would be massively, negatively affected by 
more housing. The fields and trees are full of birds, squirrels, deer and many other species 
I'm sure.  
The landowner doesn't care for the area, they are interested in financial gain. I believe the 
phrase is 'NIMBY'; Not In My Back Yard attitude.  
The Banbury Rise development and Longford Park development are already so big that any 
further homes should be focused on those areas if indeed they should be built at all as 
Banbury is quite frankly drowning in traffic, pollution from the traffic, over crowded facilities 
in the town resulting in litter, graffiti (everywhere) and obvious poor infrastructure.  
Having lived here all my life it makes me very sad to see so many huge developments 
ruining the countryside we all love. 
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